Floor Mounted - Color Thru Phenolic

#12 X 2" S/S TORX SCREWS WITH ANCHOR PLUGS

#2000AL SURFACE MOUNTED SLIDE LATCH.

ALUM IN SWING STOP & KEEPER

#304 STN. STL. SHOE 5" HIGH

3/8"-16 ROD

1/2" STEEL ANCHOR BAR

FINISH FLOOR

7/16" x 1" x 1/16" WASHER

PERMANENT POR-ROK

RAWL CALK-IN 3/8"-16

1500AL-T&B ALUM. WRAP HINGE

PANEL "U" BRACKET

DOOR SEX BOLTS

PANEL "T" BRACKET

FINISH WALL

PANEL SEX BOLTS

DOOR SEX BOLTS

PILASTER SEX BOLTS

#304 STN. STL. SHOE 5" HIGH

3/8"-16 NUT

FINISH FLOOR

1500AL-T&B ALUM. WRAP HINGE

DOOR SEX BOLTS

PILASTER SEX BOLTS

DOORSEX BOLTS

1/2" STEEL ANCHOR BAR

FINISH FLOOR

7/16" x 1" x 1/16" WASHER

PERMANENT POR-ROK

RAWL CALK-IN 3/8"-16

1500AL-T&B ALUM. WRAP HINGE

DOOR SEX BOLTS

PILASTER SEX BOLTS

DOORSEX BOLTS
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1/2" STEEL ANCHOR BAR

FINISH FLOOR

7/16" x 1" x 1/16" WASHER
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RAWL CALK-IN 3/8"-16

1500AL-T&B ALUM. WRAP HINGE

DOOR SEX BOLTS

PILASTER SEX BOLTS

DOORSEX BOLTS

1/2" STEEL ANCHOR BAR

FINISH FLOOR

7/16" x 1" x 1/16" WASHER

PERMANENT POR-ROK

RAWL CALK-IN 3/8"-16

1500AL-T&B ALUM. WRAP HINGE

DOOR SEX BOLTS

PILASTER SEX BOLTS

DOORSEX BOLTS

1/2" STEEL ANCHOR BAR

FINISH FLOOR

7/16" x 1" x 1/16" WASHER

PERMANENT POR-ROK

RAWL CALK-IN 3/8"-16

1500AL-T&B ALUM. WRAP HINGE

DOOR SEX BOLTS

PILASTER SEX BOLTS

DOORSEX BOLTS

1/2" STEEL ANCHOR BAR

FINISH FLOOR

7/16" x 1" x 1/16" WASHER

PERMANENT POR-ROK

RAWL CALK-IN 3/8"-16

1500AL-T&B ALUM. WRAP HINGE

DOOR SEX BOLTS

PILASTER SEX BOLTS

DOORSEX BOLTS

1/2" STEEL ANCHOR BAR
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